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The ‘German Question’ dominated much of modern European history. 

In 1945, Germany was defeated and conquered, yet World War II did 

not destroy the foundations of her economic power. Dr Tamás Vonyó 

revisits Germany’s remarkable post-war revival, tracing its roots not to 

liberal economic reforms and the Marshall Plan, but to the legacies of 

the war that endowed Germany with an enhanced industrial base and 

an enlarged labour force. He also shows that Germany’s liberal market 

economy was in reality an economy of regulated markets, controlled 

prices, and extensive state intervention. Using quantitative analysis 

and drawing on a rich historiography that has remained, in large part, 

unknown outside of Germany, this book reassesses the role of economic 

policy and the importance of wartime legacies to explain the German 

growth miracle after 1945 and the sharply contrasting experiences of 

East and West Germany.

Tamás Vonyó is Assistant Professor of Economic History at Università 

Commerciale Luigi Bocconi, Milan. He has written extensively on eco-

nomic growth in post-war Europe and Germany’s economic develop-

ment during World War II.
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Preface

Werner Abelshauser opened his seminal monograph on the history of 

the West German economy since the end of World War II with the state-

ment that ‘the history of the Federal Republic of Germany is above all its  

economic history’ (Abelshauser 1983, 8). This interpretation is reflected 

in both the national and international historiography of the period. The 

economic revival of the nascent German state during the 1950s from its 

devastation a decade earlier has been considered its most remarkable 

achievement. The earliest contributions Germany made to the rebuilding 

of Europe and to European integration were fundamentally economic. 

However, this argument can be easily turned around, for the resur-

gence of the German economy from the desolate state caused by defeat, 

destruction, and dislocation was shaped by historical legacies, the long 

shadows of the war and the conditions it had left behind. As Joel Mokyr 

(1990) wrote, ‘In economics, history is destiny’.

The Economic Consequences of the War revisits a major debate in German 

historiography and the economic history of modern Europe. It reveals 

the wartime origins of the post- war economic success that stunned con-

temporaries in Germany and captivated so many economists and histori-

ans. It is a comprehensive study of the quantitative evidence on both the 

domestic and external determinants of industrial development in West 

Germany in the quarter century that followed the most decimating war in 

modern history. That the German growth miracle, the Wirtschaftswunder, 
was a reconstruction phenomenon is not a novel proposition. It was pio-

neered by the Hungarian economist Ferenc Jánossy (1969) and brought 

to the attention of economic historians by Matthias Manz (1985) and 

Werner Abelshauser (1975, 1983). My aim has been to add quantita-

tive substance to this literature and to synthesise the findings of a rich 

scholarship that has remained, in large part, unknown to international 

and non- specialist audiences. The study of detailed regional and indus-

try statistics will demonstrate to the reader that one cannot explain the 

dynamics of post- war economies without understanding the role of eco-

nomic geography and production structure, which have been neglected 
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in the historiography. By filling in these gaps, my work supports an inter-

pretation of the reconstruction theory that is more compatible with the 

historical evidence, and which also places the role that economic policy 

played in the Wirtschaftswunder into a new context.

After 1945, Germany was no longer the primary source of military 

threat in Europe but soon re- emerged as the leading industrial power 

on the continent. Since the economic foundations of German power 

are commonly believed to be rooted in a uniquely German approach 

to economic management, which many continue to see as the product 

of the post- war consensus, a renewed look at this era is highly topical in 

times when Germany is once more looked up to as the leader of Europe 

and the beacon of stability on a continent in crisis. In such a light, this 

monograph shall be of interest to a wider public, even though it focuses 

on a specific episode of post- war history and even though the aim of the 

enquiry was to provide an in- depth introspection into the dynamics of 

post- war economic growth.

The Economic Consequences of the War has been my long- term project 

and is the outcome of a decade of research. It builds on two dissertations 

that I wrote in the course of my graduate and doctoral studies. Both 

have received acclaim; they were awarded the Feinstein Prize for the best 

graduate dissertation in economic and social history at the University of 

Oxford in 2008 and the dissertation prize of the International Economic 

History Association in 2012 respectively. Part of the material presented 

and discussed in the chapters has been used in research papers pub-

lished in peer- reviewed international journals, including three articles in 

the European Review of Economic History between 2008 and 2014 and a 

contribution to the German economic history yearbook, the Jahrbuch für 
Wirtschaftsgeschichte, in 2014. The findings of these analytical investiga-

tions are integrated into Chapters 2 and 3, but the book is much more 

than the reprint of my thesis or the collection of my articles. It is the 

synthesis of the research I have conducted for many years and describes, 

in great detail, the contribution of this research to the vast literature that 

has emerged on the topic.

The monograph is the work of not just a scholar but also a pupil of 

economic history. Therefore, an exhaustive list of acknowledgements and 

expressions of due gratitude would be almost as voluminous as the book 

itself. Most certainly, it could not have been written without the benefit 

of my former supervisor, Oliver Grant, to whom I am indebted for his 

astute guidance, his informed comments, and his unwavering personal 

support. I must thank my Oxford professors, especially Avner Offer, Jane 

Humphries, and Knick Harley, for they were a constant source of inspi-

ration and my guides into the art of economic history. Mark Spoerer 
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provided vital support during my first lengthy fieldwork in Berlin in 

2008, which was financed by a Scatchered European Scholarship from 

Oxford. Matthias Beer hosted me in Tübingen twice and helped me 

understand the complexities of post- war displacement in Germany. My 

examiners, Nicholas Dimsdale and Albrecht Ritschl, offered invaluable 

advice, worth a great deal throughout my postdoctoral career. Albrecht 

has become one of my best colleagues and collaborators in the profes-

sion. Material from our joint work is included in this monograph, in the 

final section of Chapter 3. Herman de Jong, who gave me my first job and 

supervised my postdoctoral research at Groningen University, and other 

distinguished colleagues of the Groningen Growth and Development 

Centre helped me expand my skills in quantitative analytical methods, 

in the fields of both productivity analysis and growth accounting. My 

research on the theme of this book has been presented at conferences 

of the Economic History Association, the Economic History Society, 

the European Historical Economics Society, and the European Social 

Science History Conference, as well as on congresses of the International 

Economic History Association, and at numerous research seminars. 

I must express my most sincere gratitude to all of my colleagues who 

have shown interest in my work and made constructive comments on 

how to enhance the fruits of my efforts.

The monograph itself could not have been completed without the help 

of others. My editor at Cambridge University Press, Michael Watson, 

provided professional guidance throughout the process. The series 

editors and the external reviewer helped me improve the manuscript. 

Their scholarly input is very much part of this book. The chapters that I 

wrote last were completed in Berlin and London, where invitations from 

Nikolaus Wolf and Albrecht Ritschl gave me access to libraries and archi-

val resources that I still had to consult. Jaap Sleifer and Jonas Scherner 

kindly let me use the data they had compiled in their earlier work at the 

Bundesarchiv in Berlin- Lichterfelde. Tobias Vogelgsang has offered to let 

me read and cite his yet unpublished dissertation. Throughout my work, 

I have been assisted by the endowments and financial support of Bocconi 

University and the Dondena Centre for Research on Social Dynamics 

and Public Policy. Lastly, and most importantly, I must thank my father, 

to whom I dedicate this book. Born on the very day when World War II 

ended in my native Hungary and growing up in the misery that charac-

terised post- war life throughout Europe, he became a professor of his-

tory and a passionate educator. Without his love and support, I would 

not be half the man or the scholar that I am today.
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